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Increase your marketing without increasing your budget! We will touch on 
everything from styled shoots to social media, personal branding to apps that 

improve your efficiency. You will leave bursting with marketing tips you can 
implement immediately that will attract your ideal client.  

1. Review other businesses on Google

2. Make sure you are registered on Google Maps

3. Work for trade for free product and use this as vendor gifts. Jewelry, chocolate, etc.

4. Deliver a 3-foot round balloons and a card to area vendors to start the conversation.

5. If you get a gig for a convention or group- go after everyone.

Example, sorority bid week, boat shows, RV shows

6. Search Facebook events to find events that need you.

Social Media Tips

7. Be social in social media!

DM’s and comments not likes. Be kind, Make actual friends!!

8. Show off your work on Instagram.

-Each event = at least three posts: large shot, texture/detail shot, work shot, professional

shots whenever possible and a boomerang

-Use hashtags

-Recycle content and pre plan posts using later.com

-Watermark

9. Offer added value to your current clients with good recommendations

Finding great services is the number one challenge people have, if you can be a

resource and recommend the rock star vendors in your area you become valuable to

clients and other vendors!

10. Participate in styled shoots

-stop waiting to be invited! Ask to be involved or plan your own.

See styled shoot tips (attached)

11. Make actual friends with other vendors. You should be excited when they get the job

even when you don’t.

12. Target brides and weddings

Find Brides on Instagram, use them to connect with venues and coordinators

Do Wedding shows

Negotiate a free booth by providing décor. I recommend going bold instead of “pretty’

Create a photo opportunity with your business info so every photo posted online

promotes you.

If you don’t know what to say at shows, offer recommendations for other vendors. (see

#9)

Use your free gifts your received for trade (see #3) as raffle prizes in exchange for

emails.

13. “Waive” your delivery and install fee in order to get a foot in the door at a new venue.

14. Communicate on your terms and set client expectations.



Create an ideal workflow and structure every single job in that way. If you want every 

booking to start with an inquiry form on your website, don’t advertise your phone number 

or respond to facebook messages. If you want to maintain 9-5 work hours, don’t respond 

to emails at 10pm. You are setting the expectations. Teach your clients how you want 

them to behave. 

15. Respect your clients and be kind. Give them the benefit of the doubt and eliminate toxic

thinking. They aren’t taking advantage of you and they aren’t wasting your time. If you

think they are, see #14 above.

16. Clarify your personal brand

I want people to love me before they even contact me. I want to bypass the

interview...I’m interviewing them!

What you do (purpose) 

Who you are (character) 

How you do it (content) 

-build yourself guardrails! Don’t take on things you don’t like. If a project doesn’t fit within

the above parameters, say no.

17. Claw your way into the hearts of venue coordinators and let them refer you.

These positions have a lot of turnover which can be seen as a negative thing, but if you

know them personally, they will take your recommendation to their new location.

18. Take advantage of free Professional Development (unrelated to balloons)

Skillshare-free month

Financial programs at a community college or library

Youtube

Images Magazine

19. Create a press release and send it to your local paper for attending an international

balloon convention with more than X number of delegates from X countries.

20. Add a “how did you hear about us” link in your info form so you know what’s working.

21. Edit your website homepage. It should be very VERY obvious what you sell.

If I’m booking high end, corporate décor and I see a photo of you on stilts, facepainting

and twisting balloons, I’m not hiring you.

You should have a website. WIX and others are free.

22. Elevate your proposals.

Create a mock up or mood board in Canva (canva.com)

23. Post to your business page on Facebook, then share that post to your personal page.

Constantly remind people what you do.

24. Secure repeat business.

25. Start a blog linked to your website to boost SEO

Even if no one reads it, you are generating content filled with keywords that will bring

people to your site.

Bonus! Be great at what you do. 

Grow deep not wide, don’t glorify being busy, don’t bring down your “Grade Point Average” 

by posting bad work. 
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Tips to Set Up a Styled Photoshoot
Whether you’ve been in business for years or are a rookie looking to expand your reach, styled photoshoots are a great way 
to showcase your balloon talents with minimal costs involved. Sara Meyer of Wisconsin Balloon Decor
(https://www.instagram.com/wisconsinballoondecor/) has incorporated this marketing tactic into her business from 
day one, so we partnered with her to create inspirational designs featuring some of the newest Qualatex products. Below 
are some of Sara’s top tips for anyone looking to create a styled photoshoot.

Sara Meyer
Guest Contributor

What is a styled photoshoot & why should I do one?
A styled shoot typically involves several vendors working together to capture beautiful photos that can be used for
advertising, social media or for magazine submissions. The goal is that every business involved will bene�t from the
experience. These shoots allow you to create a setting to promote a certain type of business to your customers.

Styled Photoshoot Guidelines
Always work with a professional photographer. 
Since the goal of the project is to create lasting photos, make sure to leave that part to a professional. Photographers who
are just starting out or looking to expand their portfolio will be the most likely participants willing to partner with you.

A good collaboration has a clear focus or theme but is open enough to allow every vendor to showcase their talents.
For example, a New Year's Eve wedding with a rose gold color pallet will allow for an easy collaboration but gives enough
room for creativity. Creating a vision board and sending it to everyone involved is also a smart strategy. That way everyone
involved has a feel for the overall shoot.

https://us.qualatex.com/en-us/balloon-images/2019-issue-3/contents/
http://www.facebook.com/share.php?u=https%3A//us.qualatex.com/en-us/balloon-images/2019-issue-3/tips-set-styled-photoshoot/&title=Tips%20to%20Set%20Up%20a%20Styled%20Photoshoot
http://twitter.com/intent/tweet?url=https%3A//us.qualatex.com/en-us/balloon-images/2019-issue-3/tips-set-styled-photoshoot/&text=Tips%20to%20Set%20Up%20a%20Styled%20Photoshoot
https://www.instagram.com/wisconsinballoondecor/
https://us.qualatex.com/
https://us.qualatex.com/
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Serve the other vendors in simple ways during and after the shoot.

Go on a co�ee run for everyone.

Snap behind the scenes photos of other vendors in action and text them. Photographers don't ever get photos of

themselves taking photos! It's such a simple gift and it's as easy as sending a text. (And it's a very convenient excuse to

get their cell phone number so you can stay in touch.)

O�er to hold a light, sweep the �oor, or fan the model.

Any time you post a photo from the shoot, tag everyone involved.

Preparing for Your Shoot

Instagram (IG) is the home of the styled shoot. If you want to grow your network and reach out to other vendors, you

have to be on Instagram. End of story.

Do a post or IG story simply telling people you are interested in collaborating and see what happens.

If you would like to organize the shoot, start with vendors that you already have a good relationship with. I like to �nd a

"vendor friend" to come on board �rst, then together we look for a venue and photographer.

Keep it a�ordable. I like to use leftover product in my styled shoots to keep the cost down. 

Have an idea in mind, but be �exible. It's annoying when someone asks you to collaborate but then wants you to do all

of the creative work and planning.

Styled shoots aren't for everyone. Many vendors simply won't do them. This is probably because they have been burned

in the past or it just doesn't make sense for their business at the moment. That's okay! If you reach out and get a no,

don't take it personally.

If you organized the shoot, pre-write thank you cards to hand out during the day.

Don’t be afraid to go at it alone! If the thought of working with other vendors is too much, set up your own staged

scenes and take the best photos you can. When I started doing balloons I set up three small scenes in my basement. I

used glassware and linens I had in my home and I bought some cute cupcakes from the store. I made the only things I

knew how to make...a set of columns, and a garland. Those photos �lled my website and Instagram feed for my �rst six

months in business until I started getting better photos. 

Quick Tips for Stellar Vendor Relationships 

Managing Vendor Relationships
The photos are not the most important part! Even if you �nish setting up your balloons and have nothing more to do, stick
around for the duration of the shoot and make friends with the other vendors! I have found this to be one of the most
valuable networking strategies. At �rst things may seem uncomfortable but by the end of the day you will all be laughing
and getting to know each other. People are so much more likely to remember your services if they remember YOU and how
great you were to work with! 

If you are invited to join a photo shoot, make sure it's a good �t. If you only do large corporate events with a ����
minimum, but the theme of the shoot is "Backyard Birthday Party", there's no reason to be involved. However, if the theme
is "Wedding" and you don't currently do weddings but would love to do more, that's the perfect opportunity to get
involved.

https://us.qualatex.com/
https://us.qualatex.com/



